SYLLABUS

DATE OF LAST REVIEW: 12/15/2014

CIP CODE: 47.0603

SEMESTER: Departmental Syllabus

COURSE TITLE: Mechanical and Electrical 2

COURSE NUMBER: ACRT0181

CREDIT HOURS: 3

INSTRUCTOR: Departmental Syllabus

OFFICE LOCATION: Departmental Syllabus

OFFICE HOURS: Departmental Syllabus

TELEPHONE: Departmental Syllabus

E-MAIL Departmental Syllabus

KCKCC-issued email accounts are the official means for electronically communicating with our students.

PREREQUISITE(S): ACRT0100 ACRT0180

REQUIRED TEXT AND MATERIALS: Please check with the KCKCC bookstore, http://www.kckccbookstore.com/, for the required texts for your particular class.

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Upon completion of this course, the student will have knowledge and skills to repair mechanical problems often related to collision damage. Diagnosing and repair to damaged suspension components, cooling system, wheels and tires, brake components, and air conditioning, along with the replacement or repair of these parts will be performed.

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION: A variety of instructional methods may be used depending on content area. These include but are not limited to: lecture, multimedia, cooperative/collaborative learning, labs and demonstrations, projects and presentations, speeches, debates, panels, conferencing, performances, and learning experiences outside the classroom. Methodology will be selected to best meet student needs.

COURSE OUTLINE
I. 3.A Suspension and Steering
II. 3.B Electrical
III. 3.C Brakes
EXPECTED LEARNER OUTCOMES:

A. The student will be able to determine how to diagnose steering and suspension
B. The student will be able to diagnose electrical concerns
C. The student will be able to perform headlamp and fog/driving lamp assemblies and repairs
D. The student will be able to demonstrate self-grounding procedures for handling electronic components
E. The student will be able to determine diagnosis, inspection and service needs for brake system hydraulic components
F. The student will be able to examine components of heating and air conditioning systems
G. The student will be able to determine the inspection, service and repair needs for collision damaged cooling system components
H. The student will be able to distinguish between the under car components and systems
I. The student will be able to determine the diagnosis, inspection and service requirements of active and passive restraint systems

Course Competencies:
Upon successful completion of this course the student demonstrate competence in the classroom or classroom shop setting and by meeting any institution-required NATEF Tasks from the criteria outlined below. NATEF Guidelines of: 95% of HP-I items must be taught in the curriculum; 90% of HP-G items must be taught in the curriculum

The student will be able to determine how to diagnose steering and suspension
(Linked External Standards 3.A Suspension and Steering)
1. The student will be able to identify one time use fasteners. (HP-I)(3.A.1)(STE02 modules 1,3)
2. The student will be able to remove, replace, inspect or adjust power steering pump, pulleys, belts, hoses, fittings and pump mounts. (HP-G)(3.A.2)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE03 module 4)
3. The student will be able to remove and replace power steering gear (non rack and pinion type. (HP-G)(3.A.3)(STE01 module 4)
4. The student will be able to remove and replace power rack and pinion steering gear; inspect and replace mounting bushings, tie rod ends, bellow boots, and brackets; ensure proper mounting location. (HP-G)(3.A.4)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE03 module 3)
5. The student will be able to inspect and adjust (where applicable) steering linkage geometry (attitude/parallelism). HP-G)(3.A.5)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE03 module 2,3)

6. The student will be able to inspect and replace pitman arm. HP-G)(3.A.6)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE03 module 2)

7. The student will be able to inspect and replace relay (center link/intermediate) rod. HP-G)(3.A.7)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE03 module 2)

8. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace idler arm and mountings. HP-G)(3.A.8)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE03 module 2)

9. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace tie rod sleeves, clamps, and tie rod ends. HP-G) (3.A.9)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE03 module 2,3)

10. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace steering linkage damper. (HP-G)(3.A.10)(STE03 module 2)

11. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace upper and lower control arms. (HP-G)(3.A.11)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE02 module 1,2)

12. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace upper and lower control arm bushings, shafts, and rebound bumpers. (HP-G)(3.A.12) (DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE02 module 1)

13. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace upper and lower ball joints. (HP-G)(3.A.13)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE02 module 1)

14. The student will be able to inspect and remove steering knuckle/spindle/hub assemblies (including bearings, races, seals, etc.). (HP-G)(3.A.14)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE01 module 3 STE02 module 1)

15. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace front suspension system coil springs and spring insulators (silencers). (HP-G)(3.A.15)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE02 module 1,3)

16. The student will be able to inspect, remove, replace, and adjust suspension system torsion bars, and inspect mounts. (HP-G)(3.A.16)(STE02 modules 1,3)

17. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace stabilizer bar bushings, brackets, and links. (HP-G) (3.A.17)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE02 module 1)

18. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace MacPherson strut cartridge or assembly, upper bearing, and mount. (HP-G)(3.A.18)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE02 module 1)

19. The student will be able to inspect, remove, and replace rear suspension system transverse links, control arms, stabilizer bars, bushings, and mounts. HP-G)(3.A.19)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE02 module 2)

20. The student will be able to inspect, remove, and replace suspension system leaf spring(s), leaf spring insulators (silencers), shackles, brackets, bushings, and mounts. (HP-G)(3.A.20)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE02 module 3)

21. The student will be able to inspect axle assembly for damage and misalignment. (HP-G)(3.A.21)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE02 module 1,2)

22. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace shock absorbers. (HP-G)(3.A.22)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE02 module 3)

23. The student will be able to diagnose, inspect, adjust, repair or replace active suspension systems and associated lines and fittings. (HP-G)(3.A.23)(STE05 module 3)
24. The student will be able to measure vehicle ride height; determine needed repairs. (HP-I)(3.A.24)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 Dam06 module 2 STE05 module 3)
25. The student will be able to inspect, remove, replace, and align front and rear frame (cradles/sub). (HP-G) (3.A.25)(DAM03 module 6)
26. The student will be able to diagnose steering column damage, looseness, and binding problems (including tilt mechanisms); determine needed repairs. (HP-G)(3.A. 26)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 Dam06 module 2 STE03 module 1)
27. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace steering shaft U-joint(s), flexible coupling(s), collapsible columns, and steering wheels. (HP-G)(3.A.27)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE03 module 1)
28. The student will be able to diagnose manual and power steering gear (non-rack and pinion type) noises, binding, uneven turning effort, looseness, hard steering, and fluid leakage problems; determine needed repairs. (HP-G)(3.A.28)(STE03 module 3)
29. The student will be able to diagnose power rack and pinion steering gear noises, vibration, looseness, hard steering, and fluid leakage problems ensure proper mounting location; determine needed repairs. (HP-G)(3.A.29)(STE03 modules 3,4)
30. The student will be able to diagnose non-MacPherson front and rear suspension system noises and body sway problems; determine needed repairs. (HP-G)(3.A.30)(STE02 modules 1,2)
31. The student will be able to diagnose MacPherson strut suspension system noises and body sway problems; determine needed repairs. (HP-G)(3.A.31)( STE02 module 1)
32. The student will be able to diagnose vehicle wandering, pulling, hard steering, bump steer, memory steering, torque steering, and steering return problems; determine needed repairs. (HP-G)(3.A.32)(OAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE04 module 5)
33. The student will be able to adjust front and rear wheel camber on suspension systems with camber adjustments. (HP-I)(3.A.33)(STE04 module 4)
34. The student will be able to check front and rear wheel camber on adjustable and non-adjustable suspension systems; determine needed repairs. (HP-I)(3.A.34)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE04 module 4)
35. The student will be able to adjust caster on suspension systems with caster adjustments. (HP-I)(3.A.35) (STE04 module 3)
36. The student will be able to check caster on adjustable and non-adjustable suspension systems; determine needed repairs. (HP-I)(3.A.36)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 6 STE04 module 3)
37. The student will be able to check and adjust wheel toe including centering steering wheel; determine needed adjustment or repairs. (HP-I)(3.A.37)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE04 module 5)
38. The student will be able to identify toe-out-on-turns (turning radius) related problems; determine needed repairs. (HP-I)(3.A.38)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE04 module 5)
39. The student will be able to identify SAI (steering axis inclination), included angle, and KPI (king pin inclination) related problems; determine needed repairs. (HP-I)(3.A.39)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE02 module 1 STE04 module 5)
40. The student will be able to identify thrust angle related problems; determine needed repairs. (HP-I) (3.A.40)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE04 module 2)
41. The student will be able to check for front wheel setback; determine needed repairs. (HP-I)(3.A.41)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE04 module 2)
42. The student will be able to diagnose tire wear patterns; determine needed repairs. (HP-I)(3.A.42)
   (DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE01 module 2)
43. The student will be able to inspect tires, identify direction of rotation and location; check and adjust air pressure. (HP-I)(3.A.43)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE04 module 2)
44. The student will be able to diagnose wheel/tire vibration, shimmy, and tramp (wheel hop) problems; determine needed repairs. (HP-G)(3.A.44)(STE01 modules 1, 2)
45. The student will be able to measure wheel, tire, axle, and hub runout; determine needed repairs. (HP-I) (3.A.45)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE01 modules 1, 2, 3)
46. The student will be able to diagnose tire pull (lead) problems; determine corrective actions. (HP-G)(3.A.46)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 6 DAM06 module 2 STE01 module 2)
47. The student will be able to reinstall wheels and torque lug nuts. (HP-I)(3.A.47)(STE01 module 2)

The student will be able to diagnose electrical concerns
(Linked External Standards 3.B Electrical)

48. The student will be able to check voltages in electrical wiring circuits with a DMM (digital multimeter). (HP-I)(3.B.1)(ELE01 module 1 ELE02 module 1 LSC01 modules 1, 2, 3, 4)
49. The student will be able to check for voltage drop and/or current flow in electrical wiring circuits and components with a DMM (digital multimeter). (HP-I)(3.B.2)(ELE01 module 1 ELE02 module 1 LSC01 modules 1, 2, 3, 4)
50. The student will be able to repair electrical circuits, wiring, and connectors. (HP-I)(3.B.3)(ELE01 module 2 LSC01 modules 1, 4)
51. The student will be able to inspect, test, and replace fusible links, circuit breakers, and fuses. (HP-I) (3.B.4)(DAM03 module 3 ELE01 module 2)
52. The student will be able to perform battery state-of-charge test; determine needed service. (HP-I)(3.B.5)(LSC01 module 1)
53. The student will be able to inspect, clean, and replace battery. (HP-I)(3.B.6)(DAM03 module 3 LSC01 module1)
54. The student will be able to dispose of batteries and battery acid according to local, state, and federal requirements. (HP-G)(3.B.7)(LSC01 module1)
55. The student will be able to perform slow/fast battery charge. (HP-I)(3.B.8)(LSC01 module1)
56. The student will be able to identify programmable electrical/electronic components; record data for reprogramming before disconnecting battery. (HP-I)(3.B.9)(ELE03 module 2)
57. The student will be able to inspect, clean, and repair or replace battery cables, connectors, and clamps. (HP-I)(3.B.10)(LSC01 module 1)
58. The student will be able to inspect alignment, adjust, remove and replace alternator (generator), driver belts, pulleys, and fans. (HP-I)(3.B.11)(LSC01 module 3)
59. The student will be able to check operation of exterior lighting; determine needed repairs. (HP-I)(3.B.12)(LSC01 module 4)
60. The student will be able to aim headlamp assemblies and fog/driving lamps; determine needed repairs. (HP-I)(3.B.13)(LSC01 module 4)
61. The student will be able to inspect, test, and repair or replace switches, relays, bulbs, sockets, connectors, and wires of interior and exterior light circuits. (HP-I) (3.B.14)(DAM03 module 3 ELE01 module 2 ELE02 module 3 LSC01 modules 4,5)
62. The student will be able to remove and replace horn(s); check operation. (HP-I)(3.B.15)(PWR01 module 7)
63. The student will be able to check operation of wiper/washer system, determine needed repairs. (HP-I)(3.B.16)(PWR01 module 2)
64. The student will be able to check operation of power side and tailgate window; determine needed repairs. (HP-I)(3.B.17)(CLA01 modules 2, 3 PWR01 module 6)
65. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace components of electric door and hatch/trunk lock. (HP-G)(3.B.19)(ELE02 module 3 PWR01 module 6)
66. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace components of keyless lock/unlock devices and alarm systems. (HP-G)(3.B.20)(DAM v.2.4 module 5 PWR01 module 5)
67. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace components of electrical sunroof and convertible top. (HP-G)(3.B.21)(DAM04 module 2 GLA01 module4)
68. The student will be able to check operation of electrically heated mirrors, windshield, back lights, panels, etc.; repair as necessary. (HP-I)(3.B.22)(DAM04 v.2.T modules 2, 3 DAM04 v.2.2 module 2 GLA02 module 2 GLA02 module 3 PWR01 module 3)
69. The student will be able to demonstrate the proper self-grounding procedures for handling electronic components. (HP-I)(3.B.23)(ELE02 module 4)
70. The student will be able to check for module communications errors using a scan tool. (HP-G)(3.B.24)(ELE03 module 1)
71. The student will be able to use wiring diagrams and diagnostic flow charts during diagnosis of electrical circuit problems. (HP-G)(3.B.25)(ELE01 module 2)
72. The student will be able to demonstrate safe disarming techniques of high voltage systems on hybrid vehicles. (HP-G)(3.B.26)(ALT01 module 3)

The student will be able to perform headlamp and fog/driving lamp assemblies and repairs
(Linked External Standards 3.B Electrical)
75. The student will be able to aim headlamp assemblies and fog/driving lamps; determine needed repairs. (HP-I) (3.B.13)(LSC01 module 4)

The student will be able to demonstrate self-grounding procedures for handling electronic components
(Linked External Standards 3.B Electrical)
76. The student will be able to demonstrate the proper self-grounding procedures for handling electronic components. (HP-I)(3.B.24)(ELE02 module 4)
The student will be able to determine diagnosis, inspection and service needs for brake system hydraulic components

(Linked External Standards 3.C Brakes)

77. The student will be able to inspect brake lines and fittings for leaks, dents, kinks, rust, cracks or wear; tighten loose fittings and supports; replace brake lines (double flare and ISO types), fittings, and supports. (HP-I)(3.C.1)(BRA01 module 1 OAM03 v.2.2 module 5 OAM03 v.2.4 module 7)

78. The student will be able to inspect flexible brake hoses for leaks, kinks, cracks, bulging or wear; remove and replace hoses; tighten loose fittings and supports. (HP-I)(3.C.2)(BRA01 module 1 OAM03 v.2.2 module 5 DAM03 v.2.4 module 7)

79. The student will be able to inspect flexible brake hoses for leaks, kinks, cracks, bulging or wear; remove and replace hoses; tighten loose fittings and supports. (HP-I)(3.C.2)(BRA01 module 1 OAM03 v.2.2 module 5 DAM03 v.2.4 module 7)

80. The student will be able to bleed (manual, pressure, vacuum or surge) hydraulic brake system. (HP-I)(3.C.4)(BRA01 module 1)

81. The student will be able to inspect brake lines and fittings for leaks, dents, kinks, rust, cracks or wear; tighten loose fittings and supports; replace brake lines (double flare and ISO types), fittings, and supports. (HP-I)(3.C.1)(BRA01 module 1 OAM03 v.2.2 module 5 OAM03 v.2.4 module 7)

82. The student will be able to adjust brake shoes; remove and reinstall brake drums or drum/hub assemblies and wheel bearings. (HP-I)(3.C.6)(BRA01 module 2)

83. The student will be able to reinstall wheel and torque lug nuts. (HP-I)(3.C.7)(BRA01 module 2)

84. The student will be able to remove and reinstall caliper assembly. (HP-I)(3.C.8)(BRA01 module 2)

85. The student will be able to check parking brake system operation. (HP-I)(3.C.10)(ABR01 module 1)

86. The student will be able to inspect brake lines and fittings for leaks, dents, kinks, rust, cracks or wear; tighten loose fittings and supports; replace brake lines (double flare and ISO types), fittings, and supports. (HP-I)(3.C.1)(BRA01 module 1 OAM03 v.2.2 module 5 OAM03 v.2.4 module 7)

87. The student will be able to identify, handle, store, and install appropriate brake fluids; dispose of in accordance with federal, state, and local regulations. (HP-G)(3.C.3)(BRA01 module 1)

88. The student will be able to bleed (manual, pressure, vacuum or surge) hydraulic brake system. (HP-I)(3.C.4)(BRA01 module 1)

89. The student will be able to pressure test brake hydraulic system; determine needed repair. (HP-G)(3.C.5)(ABR01 module 2)

90. The student will be able to adjust brake shoes; remove and reinstall brake drums or drum/hub assemblies and wheel bearings. (HP-I)(3.C.6)(BRA01 module 2)

91. The student will be able to inspect brake lines and fittings for leaks, dents, kinks, rust, cracks or wear; tighten loose fittings and supports; replace brake lines (double flare and ISO types), fittings, and supports. (HP-I)(3.C.1)(BRA01 module 1 OAM03 v.2.2 module 5 OAM03 v.2.4 module 7)

92. The student will be able to inspect brake lines and fittings for leaks, dents, kinks, rust, cracks or wear; tighten loose fittings and supports; replace brake lines (double flare and ISO types), fittings, and supports. (HP-I)(3.C.1)(BRA01 module 1 OAM03 v.2.2 module 5 OAM03 v.2.4 module 7)

93. The student will be able to inspect brake lines and fittings for leaks, dents, kinks, rust, cracks or wear; tighten loose fittings and supports; replace brake lines (double flare and ISO types), fittings, and supports. (HP-I)(3.C.1)(BRA01 module 1 OAM03 v.2.2 module 5 OAM03 v.2.4 module 7)

The student will be able to examine components of heating and air conditioning systems

(Linked External Standards 3.D Heating and Air Conditioning)

91. The student will be able to identify and comply with environmental concerns relating to refrigerants and coolants. (HP-G)(3.D.1)(AIR01 module 2,3 HEA01 module 4 WKR01 module 6)

92. The student will be able to maintain and verify correct operation of certified refrigerant recovery and recharging equipment. (HP-G)(3.D.2)(AIR01 modules 2, 3)

93. The student will be able to locate and identify A/C system service ports. (HP-I)(3.D.3)(AIR01 module 3 DAM03 v.2.2 module 1 DAM03 v.2.4 module 2)
94. The student will be able to identify and recover refrigerant from A/C system. (HP-G)(3.D.4)(AIR01 module 4 DAM03 v.2.2 module 1 DAM03 v.2.4 module 2)

95. The student will be able to recycle refrigerant in accordance with EPA regulations. (HP-G)(3.D.5)(AIR01 module 4 DAM03 v.2.2 module 1 DAM03 v.2.4 module 2)

96. The student will be able to recycle refrigerant in accordance with EPA regulations. (HP-G)(3.D.6)(AIR01 module 4 DAM03 v.2.2 module 1 DAM03 v.2.4 module 2)

97. The student will be able to test recycled refrigerant for non-condensable gases. (HP-G)(3.D.7)(AIR01 module 4)

98. The student will be able to evacuate A/C system; check for leaks. (HP-G)(3.D.8)(AIR01 module 4)

99. The student will be able to recharge A/C system with refrigerant; perform leak test. (HP-G)(3.D.9)(AIR01 module 4)

100. The student will be able to identify oil type and maintain correct amount in A/C system. (HP-G)(3.D.10)(AIR01 module 2)

101. The student will be able to inspect, adjust, and replace A/C compressor drive belts; check pulley alignment. (HP-G)(3.D.11)(AIR01 module 5 DAM03 v.2.2 module 1 DAM03 v.2.4 module 2)

102. The student will be able to remove and replace A/C compressor; inspect, repair, or replace A/C compressor mount. (HP-G)(3.D.12)(AIR01 module 5 DAM03 v.2.2 module 1 DAM03 v.2.4 module 2)

103. The student will be able to inspect, repair, or replace A/C system mufflers, hoses, lines, fittings, orifice tube, expansion valve, and seals. (HP-G)(3.D.13)(AIR01 module 5 DAM03 v.2.2 module 1 DAM03 v.2.4 module 2)

104. The student will be able to inspect, test, and replace A/C system condenser and mounts. (HP-G)(3.D.14)(AIR01 module 5 DAM03 v.2.2 module 1 DAM03 v.2.4 module 2)

105. The student will be able to inspect and replace receiver/drier or accumulator/drier. (HP-G)(3.D.15)(AIR01 module 5 DAM03 v.2.2 module 1 DAM03 v.2.4 module 2)

106. The student will be able to inspect and repair A/C component wiring. (HP-G)(3.D.16)(AIR01 module 6 ELE01 modules 2,1)

107. The student will be able to determine the inspection, service and repair needs for collision damaged cooling system components

(Linked External Standards 3.E Cooling Systems)

108. The student will be able to check engine cooling and heater system hoses and belts; determine needed repairs. (HP-I)(3.E.1)(DAM03 module 2 DAM03 v.2.4 modules 1,2 HEA01 modules 3,7)

109. The student will be able to inspect, test, remove, and replace radiator, pressure cap, coolant recovery system, and water pump. (HP-G)(3.E.2)(DAM03 module 1 HEA01 module 1)

110. The student will be able to recover, refill, and bleed system with proper coolant and check level of protection; leak test system and dispose of materials in accordance with EPA specifications. (HP-I)(3.E.3)(DAM03 module 1 HEA01 modules 4,7)

111. The student will be able to remove and replace fan (both electrical and mechanical), fan pulley, fan clutch, and fan shroud. (HP-G)(3.E.4)(HEA01 module 1)

112. The student will be able to inspect, remove, and replace auxiliary oil/fluid coolers; check oil levels. (HP-G)(3.E.5)(HEA01 module 5)
The student will be able to inspect, remove, and replace electric fan sensors; check operation. (HP-G)(3.E.6)(HEA01 module 5)

The student will be able to distinguish between the under car components and systems (Linked External Standards 3.F Drive Train, 3.G Fuel, Intake and Exhaust Systems)

113. The student will be able to remove, replace, and adjust shift or clutch linkage as required. (HP-G)(3.F.1)(DRT01 module 3)

114. The student will be able to remove, replace, and adjust cables or linkages for throttle valve (TV), kickdown, and accelerator pedal. (HP-G)(3.F.2)(DRT01 module 3)

115. The student will be able to remove and replace electronic sensors, wires, and connectors. (HP-G)(3.F.3)(ELE01 modules 1, 2 ELE02 module)

116. The student will be able to remove and replace powertrain assembly; inspect, replace, and align powertrain mounts. (HP-G)(3.F.4)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 4 DAM03 v.2.4 module 6 DRT01 module 2)

117. The student will be able to remove and replace drive axle assembly. (HP-G)(3.F.5)(DRT01 module 4)

118. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace half shafts and axle constant velocity (CV) joints. (HP-G)(3.F.6)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 4 DAM03 v.2.4 module 6 DRT01 module 4)

119. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace drive shafts and universal joints. (HP-G)(3.F.7)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 4 DAM03 v.2.4 module 6 DRT01 module 4)

120. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace exhaust pipes, mufflers, converters, resonators, tail pipes, and heat shields. (HP-G)(3.G.1)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 3 DAM04 v.2.4 module 3,6 DRE01 module 1 FUE01 module2)

121. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace fuel tank, fuel tank filter, fuel cap, fuel filler hose, and inertia switch; inspect and replace fuel lines and hoses; check fuel for contaminants. (HP-G)(3.G.2)(DAM03 v.2.2 module 3 DAM04 v.2.4 module 6 DRE01 module 1 FUE01 module2)

122. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace engine components of air intake systems. (HP-G)(3.G.3)(DRE01 modules 1)

123. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace canister, filter, vent, and purge lines of fuel vapor (EVAP) control systems. (HP-G)(3.G.4)(DRE01 module 2 FUE01 module 1)

The student will be able to determine the diagnosis, inspection and service requirements of active and passive restraint systems (Linked External Standards 3.H Restraint Systems)

124. The student will be able to identify and perform vehicle manufacturer's recommended procedures for inspecting or replacing restraint systems and components. (HP-I)(3.H.1)(DAM04 v.2.2 module 1 RES01 modules 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 RES02 modules 1, 2, 3, 4)

125. The student will be able to inspect, remove, and replace seatbelt and shoulder harness assembly and components. (HP-G)(3.H.2)(DAM04 module 1 RES01 module 3,4)

126. The student will be able to inspect restraint system mounting areas for damage; repair as needed. (HP-G)(3.H.3)(DAM04 module 1 RES01 module 3)

127. The student will be able to verify proper operation of seatbelt. (HP-G)(3.H.4)(RES01 module 3)
128. The student will be able to deactivate and reactivate Supplemental Restraint System (SRS). (HP-G) (3.H.5)(RES01 module 1)
129. The student will be able to inspect, remove and replace Supplemental Restraint Systems (SRS) sensors and wiring; ensure sensor orientation. (HP-G)(3.H.6)(DAM04 module 1 RES01 module 1)
130. The student will be able to verify that Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) is operational. (HP-I)(3.H.7)(RES01 module 2)
131. The student will be able to inspect, remove, replace and dispose of deployed and non-deployed airbag(s) and pretensioners. (HP-G)(3.H.8)(DAM04 module 1 RES01 modules 1,4)
132. The student will be able to use Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTC) to diagnose and repair the Supplemental Restraint System (SRS). (HP-G)(3.H.9)(RES01 module 2)

ASSESSMENT OF LEARNER OUTCOMES:
Student progress is evaluated by means that include, but are not limited to, exams, written assignments, and class participation.

Attendance: Attendance will be in accordance with the certifying agency’s requirements.

SPECIAL NOTES:
This syllabus is subject to change at the discretion of the instructor. Material included is intended to provide an outline of the course and rules that the instructor will adhere to in evaluating the student’s progress. However, this syllabus is not intended to be a legal contract. Questions regarding the syllabus are welcome any time.

Safety: Attendance is critical throughout the safety instructions and quizzes. Students must complete all of the safety training before the student can advance or go on to the next course.

Caveats:
1. Safety glasses with side shields are required to be worn during lab activities for this course. This is in compliance with accepted eye protection practices and Kansas State Law (K.S.A. 72-5207). Safety glasses must meet American National Standards Institute Z87.1 specifications. (NOTE: Most prescription eyewear does not meet ANSI Z87.1. Students who wear prescription glasses must: a) Provide evidence that existing eyewear meets ANSI Z87.1, or b) Wear cover goggles (if allowable), or c) Purchase and wear ANSI Z87.1 prescription eyewear.
2. Lab Guidelines: In order to assist with the safe and efficient operation of the automotive lab area, students are expected to be familiar with and adhere to the Automotive Student Lab Guidelines.

Kansas City Kansas Community College is committed to an appreciation of diversity with respect for the differences among the diverse groups comprising our students, faculty, and staff that is free of bigotry and discrimination. Kansas City Kansas Community College is committed
to providing a multicultural education and environment that reflects and respects diversity and that seeks to increase understanding.

Kansas City Kansas Community College offers equal educational opportunity to all students as well as serving as an equal opportunity employer for all personnel. Various laws, including Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972, require the college’s policy on non-discrimination be administered without regard to race, color, age, sex, religion, national origin, physical handicap, or veteran status and that such policy be made known.

Kansas City Kansas Community College complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. If you need accommodations due to a documented disability, please contact the Director of the Academic Resource Center, in Rm. 3354 or call at: 288-7670.